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Abstract:

Increasing need for secure voice communication is leading to new ideas for securing voice transmission. This
work relates to a relatively new concept of sending encrypted speech as pseudo-speech in audio domain over
existing civilian voice communication infrastructure, like 2G-4G networks and VoIP. Such a setting is more
universal compared to military “Crypto Phones” and can be opened for public evaluation. Nevertheless, secure
communication requires a prior exchange of cryptographic keys over voice channels, without reliance on any
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
This work presents the first formally verified and authenticated key exchange (AKE) over voice channels
for secure military-grade voice communications. It describes the operational principles of the novel communication system and enlists its security requirements. The voice channel characteristics in the context of
AKE protocol execution is thoroughly explained, with a strong emphasis on differences to classical storeand-forward data channels. Namely a robust protocol has been designed specifically for voice channels with
double authentication based on signatures and Short Authentication Strings (SAS). The protocol is detailed
and analyzed in terms of fundamental security properties and successfuly verified in a symbolic model using
Tamarin Prover.

1

INTRODUCTION

An increasing concern of privacy violation in voice
communications has motivated the development of
secure voice over IP (VoIP) communicators, with
Telegram and Signal being the iconic examples12 .
However, these applications are inherently insecure
against spying malware installed on the smart-phone
(Scott-Railton et al., 2017). Parallely, military-grade
applications requiring higher protection rely on dedicated hardware, most commonly in the form of
Crypto Phones. These closed and unverifiable solutions suffer from high costs and low flexibility, as typically encrypted phones allow communications exclusively over one kind of a voice channel, like GSM.
The mentioned limitations encourage the search
for open solutions complementary to Crypto Phones,
combining flexibility and high protection provided by
specialized hardware. A new idea, depicted on Fig.1,
is based on voice encryption in the audio domain. The
1 https://signal.org
2 https://core.telegram.org

Figure 1: Encrypted voice over voice channel scheme.

speech is recorded by (a) the headset’s microphone
and then forwarded to (b) the encryption device (here
called the Crypto Box). The Crypto Box processes
the speech and enciphers vocal parameters of the signal. The encrypted speech in the form of data stream
shaped into pseudo-speech audio signal is transmitted by (c) the audio link to the audio input of (d) the
phone and sent through 2G-4G networks or VoIP. Finally, the received pseudo-speech is deciphered by the
paired Crypto Box on the other side of the channel.
In such a setting, voice encryption is performed
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outside of the phone, hence protecting against audiorecording malware. To limit the risk of a system corruption, the Crypto Box has only analog input/output
interfaces to the headset and to the phone. However,
for security reasons, it is necessary that other analog
inputs of the phone (particularly the built-in microphone) are blocked by a special case or removed.
From the system perspective, two Crypto Boxes
are the end-points of a secured voice domain. Everything in between, including mobile phones itself, are
elements of a communication infrastructure that enables voice transmission. The framework adds a new
layer of security, protecting against spying malware
installed on the phone. Since all communications between encrypting devices is done purely in the analog domain, the selection of the specific voice communication technology is therefore a secondary issue.
Compatibility with most of the vocal communication
methods, like VoIP applications or 2G-4G networks,
significantly widens the range of usability scenarios.
The described setting, which is not intended for a
daily-usage, is of great interest for business, diplomatic and military services, who require secure communications in an unreliable environment and without
the access to a confidential communication infrastructure.
The major motivation in our approach is to secure
voice communication even with untrusted phones, as
these should not be actively involved in the setup of a
secure connection or store sensitive data. Instead, the
trust is given to Crypto Box manufacturers, responsible for software implementation or update policy.
Though, the open framework enables various hardware solutions, including combining the phone and
the Crypto Box into one device.
Producing encrypted speech in real-time appears
to be quite technically challenging. Firstly, the
recorded speech is encoded into the vocal parameters in a similar manner as during speech compression. Later, the speech parameters are encrypted and
mapped onto the audio waveform. This technique,
called Data over Voice (DoV), proved its feasibility in practical scenarios (Katugampala et al., 2004;
Shahbazi et al., 2009; Dhananjay et al., 2010; Biancucci et al., 2013). However, since voice channels are
designed to carry voice signal without much loss of
perceptual quality, which is a different goal than the
transmission of data, the achievable bitrate for DoV
typically is at most 2 kbps. Even in case of modern digital VoIP applications, the received voice is
much distorted compared to the input signal, making the transmission resembling a communication
over highly distortive analog channel. Sending encrypted voice with such constraints is possible thanks
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to strong error correction and voice compression by
coders like MELP or Codec2.
Secure speech enciphering requires a prior exchange of session keys between the Crypto Boxes.
Due to system requirements, the key exchange can
only be made through the same point-to-point voice
channel, which gives no practical possibility of
adding an online trusted third party (TTP) or a certificate authority (CA). Such a limitation is a big concern
for users’ authentication.
Research on secure key exchange between two
honest parties without any TTP led to the creation
of standards suitable for VoIP applications, as an extension of the Real-Time Transport Protocol, called
ZRTP (Callas et al., 2011), and Multimedia Internet KEYing (MIKEY) protocol (Arkko et al., 2004).
Especially ZRTP is interesting in the context of this
work, because it provides authentication mechanism
in the absence of any Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
or a pre-shared secret. In these situations, authentication is based on vocally comparing Short Authentication Strings (SAS). Unfortunately, having three
modes of operation and extensive negotiation signaling, even ZRTP seems to be overly complex for communication over voice channels. Moreover, none of
the protocols put a sufficient emphasis on resistance
to strong message distortion or desynchronization in
low-bandwidth environment.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first
paper focusing on authenticated key exchange (AKE)
protocols over voice channels. The work aims at
giving the understanding of the very specific channel constraints, leading to a protocol highly adapted
to voice channel characteristics and system requirements. The protocol provides double authentication
in a single mode of operation, by signatures and vocal comparison of SAS. In addition, it is flexible
enough to support authentication of user who did not
yet share the signing public keys between each other,
with SAS-only authentication or unilateral signature
authentication. Finally, the same protocol can be used
to authenticate the exchange of signing public keys.

2

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The need for hardware-based voice encryption is a response to an increased risk of being intercepted. Thus,
a cryptographic scheme should reflect higher requirements for secrecy and authentication. The first concern is recording and analyzing the network traffic
by omnipresent passive eavesdroppers. Active adversaries controlling the network are more likely to block
or distort communication, which is technically very
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simple. However, a powerful and knowledgeable adversary who is able to analyze and synthesize a compatible pseudo-speech may try to modify a message or
insert his own. Finally, in critical situations, the encrypting device could be hijacked in order to extract
long-term keys. On the other hand, in our work we
assume that the encryption device does not allow any
intrusion into its internal memory during the operation, so all ephemeral data stored on the device (and
deleted after each protocol run) is considered secure.
A design process of the protocol is motivated by
an anticipated user experience. However, due to severe constraints of the voice channel characteristics,
the biggest challenges are related to protocol complexity, synchronization and robustness. A major bottleneck is a large message round-trip time, around 2
seconds long, which causes the whole protocol runtime prohibitively long even in case of simple protocols. Another limitation is a very small bandwidth
implying a reduction of the message size. Moreover, the protocol has to be robust against fading
and signal distortion, requiring a significant simplification of signalization and strong error correction
mechanisms. Finally, in order to decrease battery
power consumption, cryptographic operations should
be rather lightweight and optimized. When implementing, relying on popular and verified network security libraries, like OpenSSL or NaCL, could be a
strong practical advantage.
Adaptation to hardware and channel constraints
should not lead to significant relaxation of the security
level. It will be detailed that the key exchange protocol provides strong mutual agreement on the parameters used for the derivation of the session key, putting
a special emphasis on preventing Man-In-The-Middle
(MITM) attacks and achieving Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS). The crucial property of the protocol is to
enable the authentication of peers, no matter if they
share a common secret or not.
A successful and fast key exchange is an indicator
of sufficiently good channel conditions, that provide a
comfortable communication. Each received message
can be used to effectively estimate channel characteristics and to improve decoding capabilities.

3

PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

This section presents the symbolic model of the authenticated key exchange protocol over voice channels and provides a brief explanation.

3.1 Preliminaries
Let us describe the key exchange between honest
users Alice and Bob who know each other, without
any legitimate trusted third party participating. The
operational framework requires that Alice and Bob
first need to establish a non-encrypted voice connection with a preferred voice application. Then, they can
initiate a secure communication. The system model
assumes that identity information used to make a call
(phone number, user account, credentials etc.) is independent from the authentic user identity and from the
identification number of the voice encryption hardware. Only one running session at a time is possible since each device cannot process more than one
message simultaneously. Therefore, several kinds of
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, when the adversary
tries to send multiple messages to a recipient, are not
effectively different than distorting or blocking the
channel.
In highly unreliable channels like voice channels,
Alice and Bob are never sure of message delivery.
Thus, several synchronization techniques are needed,
i.e. repeat requests, retransmissions and time-outs.
For simplicity and space limitations, most details on
synchronization will be omitted here. Additionally,
thanks to strong error-detection coding, users are able
to detect random channel errors and differentiate them
from intentional malicious manipulations.

3.2 Symbolic Model of the Protocol
The proposed protocol, that is presented on Figure 2 next page, relies on Ephemeral (EllipticCurve) Diffie-Hellman (EC)DHE exchange (Hankerson et al., 2005), authenticated by signatures (existentially unforgeable and deterministic) or Short Authentication Strings. Before the protocol starts, Alice and
Bob agree on the elliptic curve and the lengths of keys
and nonces. Public verification keys should be provided to the recipients in an authenticated way before
the communication starts and are stored in the Crypto
Box address book. However, in many real scenarios
it is not possible to properly provide such a verification key. If the signature cannot be verified by the
recipient, the protocol offers vocal verification as an
alternative, which authenticates the speakers and the
parameters used to derive the current session key.
The protocol interaction consists of several steps:
the setup, the key exchange and authentication, the
protocol acknowledgement and the optional vocal
verification. Table 1 contains the glossary of terms
used in the protocol specification, along with their bitlengths.
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Table 1: Glossary.

Acronyms
IDU
NU
KS
SAS
(RA , RB )
(dU , QU )
(SU , VU )
SignSU (·)
hX (·)

Definitions
fixed user identifier
random and unique
nonce
Session Key
Short Authentication
String
Short Authentication
String seeds
secret/public ECDHE
key pair
signing/verification
key pair
signature (signed
with SU )
hash function

Bits
32

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Unsecured call initiation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alice

32

protocol initialization

Bob

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Setup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

256

1 : NA ←$ Z∗32

32

A/B role

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ NB ←$ Z∗32
negotiation

(128, 32)

2 : dA ←$ Z∗256
3 : QA = dA G
4 : RA ←$ Z∗128

(256, 256)

. . . . . . . . . . . Key exchange and authentication . . . . . . . . . . .

(256, 256)

5:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

256

6:

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

X

Key Exchange and Authentication: In this stage
Alice and Bob exchange values that are used to
derive the Session Key (KS ) and the SAS. Alice sends
her public ID, the nonce, the ephemeral public key
and the hash, with RA included. Bob responds with
his values, appends RB , and additionally sends his
signature over all sent parameters required for KS
calculation. Alice answers with her signature over
the same data and finally reveals RA . It is worth
noting that the protocol permits a situation when the
signature cannot be verified. If any of the recipients
did not obtain a verification key corresponding to the
sender’s ID, the signature is checked against channel
errors but not processed further.
Protocol Acknowledgment: When all cryptographic
parameters are exchanged, voice encryption can be
started. Encryption is initiated after a reception of
Bob’s acknowledgment by Alice. The acknowledgment is a confirmation of error-less message
reception, so can be non-encrypted.
Short Authentication String Comparison: Each
participant can request for vocally challenging SAS
equality with the peer. SAS comparison is obligatory

dB ←$ Z∗256
QB = dB G
RB ←$ Z∗32

IDA , NA , QA

h128 (IDA kNA kQA kRA )
IDB , NB , QB , RB
SignSB (N)
RA , SignSA (H)

7 : Z = dA QB
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Z = dB QA
8 : KS = h256 (Zk•)
KS = h256 (Zk•)

Setup: The negotiation stage has been considerably
simplified. Participants have to mutually agree
on starting the key exchange procedure, therefore
the actual key exchange protocol is preceded only
by fast and automatic role negotiation in order to
prevent mutual interference or logjams. Then, both
Alice and Bob choose a random private integer d, a
random and unique nonce N, a random value R and
compute a public key Q. Unique nonce guarantees
the uniqueness of the triple (ID, Q, N).
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vocal agreement on

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Acknowledgment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9:

ACK

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

. . . . . . . SAS comparison over Encrypted Channel . . . . . . .
SAS vocal

10 : SAS = h32 () ←−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ SAS = h32 ()
comparison

Symbols:
N ≡ ’B’kIDA kNA kQA kIDB kNB kQB
H ≡ ’A’kIDB kNB kQB kIDA kNA kQA
• ≡ IDA kNA kIDB kNB
 ≡ RA kRB kIDB kQB kNB

Figure 2: Key exchange protocol over voice channels.

if any of the users was not able to verify the signature.
It is assumed that the comparison process is authenticated - users are able to recognize voice characteristics of the peer (timbre, tempo, etc.). The SAS is
displayed on the Crypto Box as a short string of digits
or words to be vocally uttered by the users.

4

FORMAL VERIFICATION

Verification of the protocol is performed in a symbolic model, where all cryptographic primitives are
assumed perfect and give the adversary no advantage
(Dolev and Yao, 1983). In the analyzed scenario, it
means that all parties generate truly random numbers,
signatures are unforgeable and ECDH parameters do
not reveal any secret information. Formal symbolic
verification can be considered as a first step of a protocol analysis, paving the way to computational model
verification (Goldwasser and Micali, 1984; Blanchet,
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2012), in which the adversary gets the power to attack
cryptographic algorithms.
A formal analysis in a symbolic model of the
proposed protocol was done with Tamarin Prover
(Schmidt, 2012; Meier, 2013; Meier et al., 2013), a
powerful and increasingly popular automatic verification tool designed at ETH Zürich. Tamarin is based
on multiset rewriting (MSR) language and supports
generic Diffie-Hellman group operations. In addition, Tamarin can model many cryptographic primitives like signatures or hashes and offers an impressive database of examples, that makes the tool suitable
for the protocol evaluation.

4.1

Protocol Modeling

Verification by Tamarin implies providing an abstract
protocol model, which tries to faithfully express relevant information from the security perspective, but
still being within the scope of feasibility of the analysis. The protocol model code can be found in (Krasnowski, 2019). Several protocol restrictions were relaxed, allowing users to run multiple protocol instantiations at the same time and to “forget” the verification key of the peer. SAS verification is performed by
a separate protocol rule which is not obligatory, simulating a realistic case when users simply ignore it.
Vocal challenging is modeled as communicating over
an authenticated (not secret) channel, that is a channel which the adversary can intercept but not modify.
Last ACK message is skipped.

4.2

Security Properties and Verification
Results

The protocol model was checked against the DolevYao adversary (Dolev and Yao, 1983), having a full
control over the network and with the power to reveal
the long-term secret key of any user (ephemeral data
is considered secure). Evaluation was done in four authentication configurations: mutual signature authentication between two honest users, unilateral signature
authentication (when only one user can verify the signature of the peer), vocal verification or no authentication.
Verification focused on most critical security
properties: (perfect forward) secrecy and a mutual injective agreement (Lowe, 1997) on the Session Key.
The protocol was also verified for resilience to reflection attacks (a user cannot accept her own identity as a
peer) and for signing key compromise impersonation
(adversary can impersonate only corrupted users).
Results of protocol verification can be found in
Table 2. Protocol configurations involving signature

Table 2: Security properties verified by Tamarin in four authentication scenarios: (a) mutual signature authentication,
(b) unilateral signature authentication, (c) SAS vocal verification and (d) no authentication.

Authentication
scenario:
Session Key secrecy
forward secrecy
injective agreement
reflection attack
key compromise
impersonation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
7

7
7
7
7

3

3

-

-

authentication or authenticated SAS comparison are
proven to provide perfect forward secrecy and injective agreement. Unilateral signature authentication
between two honest users who know each other guarantees the same level of security as mutual signature
authentication. Surprisingly, vocal verification does
not protect against reflection attack, because the user
can trivially compare SAS with herself. Table results
indicate the importance of authentication - none of the
properties were verified if no authentication was performed.

5

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

The following sections explain in more detail the
protocol characteristics, providing several justifications and practical recommendations. It starts from
the overview of fundamental protocol elements: the
choice of public-based cryptography, the role of signatures and of Short Authentication Strings. Next section enlists potential protocol weaknesses and possible fixes.

5.1 Discussion
Public Key Agreement versus Symmetric Cryptography: In exceptionally constrained resource
devices, such as IoT sensors or RFID cards, a pursue
for ultra-lightweight key exchange protocols led to
the shift from the public key encryption towards
symmetric encryption techniques (Echevarria et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2014; Baashirah and Abuzneid,
2018). Even the ZRTP protocol offers a possibility of
a key exchange in a lightweight preshared mode. In
this configuration, two entities share a secret which
is used to encrypt or refresh the keying material for
the new session. In order to achieve Perfect Forward
Secrecy, the long-term secret should be regularly
updated, desirably after each successful key exchange
run. The update decision has to be mutual, otherwise
687
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risking one-side update and user desynchronization.
Unfortunately, in voice channels such a risk cannot
be eliminated, because the last update confirmation
message may not be delivered. Decreasing the chance
of desynchronization by sending more confirmation messages would negatively affect the protocol
run-time. Another solution, based on on-the-fly
resynchronization mechanisms requires an online
server keeping the track of all key updates or a costly
and potentially unsecure “guessing” the long-term
parameters until decryption is successful (Baashirah
and Abuzneid, 2018). Finally, as was emphasized
before, in some scenarios the exchange of long-term
secret is not possible, limiting the usability of symmetric cryptography. In the light of above-mentioned
reasons and relatively smaller hardware restrictions
compared to IoT sensors, public-based key exchange
scheme seems more adequate.
Role of Short Authentication Strings: If the key exchange is not interfered by a third party, both participants obtain the same Short Authentication String.
Challenging SAS vocally between honest users has a
twofold role. Firstly, it enables authentication of users
based on voice identification. Secondly, the inequality
of codes may indicate the presence of an active MITM
adversary. However, MITM manipulations would be
undetected if the adversary is somehow able to influence or precompute the SAS value before the users.
Computation of the code depends on seed values
RA and RB chosen randomly by honest users. Importantly, Alice and Bob are forced to select seeds before
knowing the value of the peer - Alice by sending the
hash of RA in the first message and Bob by revealing
RB before RA . Such construction, inspired by (Pasini
and Vaudenay, 2006), prevents adaptive selection of
seeds by each party. The same rule applies to the adversary, who cannot predict the SAS value until it is
too late. The only hope for him is a random guess with
a low probability of a success, or an extraction of RA
from the hash sent in the first message by brute force
search. For this last reason, the length of RA should
be considerably larger than RB . On the other hand, the
difference of lengths is partially compensated by taking QB kNB as an additional input of the hash function.
It is worth noting, that SAS value does not have to be
confidential, since it plays only the authentication role
and cannot be modified without detection.
In practice, the security of vocal verification
depends also on how users abide to it. The SAS
could be represented by a smaller number of simple
pictographs or easily pronounceable words, the same
way as in the ZRTP which has the PGP Word List
incorporated into its framework (Callas et al., 2011;
688

Zimmermann, 1996). The device should encourage
the mutual SAS comparison by indicating a part of
the SAS to pronounce and a part to hear from the peer.
Signature-based Authentication: Signatures provide device authentication and message integrity, similarly to message authentication codes (MAC), which
are simpler and easier to compute. Indeed, in some
scenarios choosing hash-based MAC instead of signatures would be sufficient. However, signatures give
wider flexibility, justifying higher computational cost.
A natural advantage of signatures is that they do not
require mutual agreement and secure exchange of a
long-term secret between two parties. Moreover, each
user keeps in memory only one private signing key,
used regardless of the receiver’s identity. In consequence, if the user is corrupted, the adversary should
be able to impersonate only that person.
When one user cannot obtain a verification key
due to insecure environment, it is still possible to
achieve unilateral authentication (Boyd and Mathuria,
2003; Maurer et al., 2013; Dodis and Fiore, 2017).
One-side authentication prevents MITM attacks, leaving only two possibilities: both honest users securely
exchange a secret or the adversary is an authenticator
(Maurer et al., 2013). It naturally implies that if the
users want to communicate and they know they can
perform unilateral authentication, the adversary cannot interfere undetected in another way than preventing the successful exchange. However, the user who
failed to authenticate the peer is still complied to challenge the SAS, because from her perspective it is the
only formal way to verify the absence of the MITM
manipulations.
A signature key management policy, due to a lack
of any PKI infrastructure, has a crucial impact on
the system security and usability. This work points
out two possible schemes, decentralized and fully
centralized, which can be chosen depending on the
needs. In a centralized system, keys are managed by
an offline central authority, keeping the track of all
records and being responsible for key distribution
and update. In a decentralized case, each user is
entitled to generate her own key pair and distribute
public keys to specific users in authenticated way.
Following the PGP model, sharing the key can be
performed remotely based on speaker identification
and vocal authentication of the channel. Thus, the
proposed protocol with SAS comparison gives the
possibility to authenticate the exchange of signature
verification keys.
Identity Protection: In many situations protecting
the identity of the user is as important as securing the
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content of the speech. However, calling anybody with
a civilian communication networks is always associated with revealing user metadata (i.e. phone number, user credentials, location). Even if the metadata
is publicly known, it may be advantageous to at least
hide the identity of the encrypting device from passive
eavesdroppers.
It is possible to redesign the proposed protocol to
attain identity anonymity without the change of any
other substantial protocol property. The ID and the
signatures of Alice and Bob can be sent encrypted
with the key derived from DH secret exchanged during first message round-trip, in a similar manner as
in the Initial Exchange of IKEv2 standard (Kaufman
et al., 2010). The complexity of a protocol providing
anonymity would increase, since it will require additional data encryption. It is also important to carefully evaluate the way the encryption key is derived
and how it is related to the the session key, in order to
give no foothold for cryptanalysis.

5.2

Possible Attacks and Threats

Many protocol vulnerabilities are focusing on the selection of specific cryptographic algorithms, its implementation and finally on compliance to protocol
rules. The biggest threat is posed by not respecting
the obligation of SAS comparison by real users, opening a space for MITM attacks.
The capabilities of modern speech synthesizers
which exploit AI techniques to impersonate speaker’s
voice (Gao et al., 2018) question the level of authentication provided by voice recognition. Instead of
breaking the SAS security, the adversary may simply
simulate or replay the speaker pronouncing the code
(Shirvanian et al., 2018). The risk is amplified by the
fact that the voice sent is highly compressed and thus
significantly differs from its real characteristics. For
this reason, it is recommended to extend sequence
comparison by contextual questions, like describing
the last watched movie, or to share personal information known only by the peer but not by the adversary.
If honest users are capable to verify signatures of
each other and of achieving strong authentication, the
adversary may try a downgrade-attack. It can be done
simply by modifying users’ ID and imposing vocal
verification. The problem may be partially solved by
displaying the IDs along the SAS. However, the real
solution would be to force signature verification during each protocol by default.
Finally, the proposed protocol cannot protect
against the consequences of a device being stolen or
misused, giving the responsibility to the manufacturer
to provide strong enough password or biometric pro-

tection. To minimize the negative consequences of a
theft, the device should be protected against physical
tampering, making reverse engineering very difficult.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Our work is the first attempt to resolve the problem of
cryptographic key exchange over voice channels for
military-grade secure voice communications. It also
introduces challenges related to secure communications over voice channels like extremely small bandwidth, no guarantee of message delivery and the issue of battery consumption. The paper lists the security requirements posed to the system, like protecting
against interception and MITM attacks, emphasizing
the importance of user authentication in absence of a
trusted server. All these concerns and limitations justify the need of a dedicated protocol instead of relying
fully on standardized solutions.
We proposed a simplified key exchange protocol
between two honest parties which is based on the
ephemeral elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDHE)
protocol. The protocol offers two ways of authentication - by signatures and by vocally challenging
the equality of the Short Authentication Strings. A
symbolic model of the protocol was analyzed using
Tamarin Prover in order to verify the crucial security properties as Perfect Forward Secrecy and mutual
agreement on the Session Key. The process of the verification was explained, pointing out the limitations
of a symbolic analysis, particularly model simplifications and perfect cryptography assumption.
Formal verification was followed by the discussion of the protocol properties, like unilateral authentication provided by one-side signature verification or
the role of vocal comparison in preventing MITM attacks. The analysis led to the observation that all analyzed techniques in themselves do not provide perfect
authentication, thus informal identity authentication
methods has to be introduced.
Potential vulnerabilities and attacks on the system were also covered in this work. Several propositions and practical solutions regarding key management, proper SAS comparison or identity protection
can serve as a guide for engineers working on the implementations of exchange protocols over voice channels or in similar scenarios.
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